Creating and maintaining a diverse pipeline: a center-wide model and its application to individual laboratories.
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The importance of creating a diverse environment has been well established and recognized as beneficial to the workplace\textsuperscript{1}. More diverse workforces have the potential to be more competitive, innovative, and profitable. To leverage this advantage, many funding agencies require proposals to include a diversity integration component, however they typically provide limited guidance on the design and implementation strategies. As Associate Education and Diversity Director for an NSF Science and Technology Center (STC), BioXFEL, I have designed a multi-institution pipeline that leverages existing infrastructure and has created new mechanisms to incorporate underrepresented populations. This model is customized to meet the needs of our participants, but also addresses issues common among underserved groups. I will describe some of the best practices used by our Center, as well as other STCs, to recruit, prepare, retain, and advance the scientific careers of underserved individuals. The model presented here will include specific examples of successful diversity initiatives that integrate with the scientific and education programs of the Center as well as recommendations on how these can be applied to the individual lab setting.
